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Overview
July 2008*A project under a broader initiative called 

Sustainable Technologies, Accelerated 
Research (STAR)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
STAR-TIDES is a research project focused on information sharing low cost logistics, and social networks in support of populations in stressed environments, such as post-disaster, post-war, and economic under-development. 

It encourages reach-back support to those with line responsibilities and those doing work in the field. 

TIDES stands for Transportable Infrastructures for Development and Emergency Support. 
 
TIDES is one part of a broader project called Sustainable Technologies, Accelerated Research (STAR), hence the overall program is called STAR-TIDES�
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What is STAR-

Affordable, Sustainable, Support to Stressed Populations
• Post-war, post disaster, impoverished
• Domestic & foreign, short & long term, military involved or not

International, largely volunteer network, made up of business,
government, academia and civil society participants from 
Iceland to Singapore

Promote Promote unity of actionunity of action among diverse organizations where among diverse organizations where 
therethere’’s no unity of controls no unity of control

Build bridgesBuild bridges across institutional boundaries between across institutional boundaries between 
business, government and civil society participantsbusiness, government and civil society participants

?

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Thus far, STAR-TIDES primarily has been a voluntary effort involving participants from diverse organizations:
 NGOs such as American Red Cross, and National Institute for Urban Search and Rescue (NIUSR), 
 Academia like Johns Hopkins University, Center for Technology and National Security Policy (CTNSP) at National Defense University (NDU), Nanyang Technological University in Singapore, San Diego State University  
 Government entities like the Marine Corps and DHS
 Individuals

Today, the only equipment that DoD often has to bring to Humanitarian Assistance, Disaster Relief (HADR), Stabilization and Reconstruction (SSTR) and Building Partnership Capacity (BPC) situations is sophisticated, expensive, committed to Operational Plans (OPLANS) and signed for on custody cards.  TIDES examines infrastructures that are “good enough,” low-cost, transportable, and expendable so they can be left with host populations.  

All information developed through STAR-TIDES is made available in the public domain.  Most is posted on the internet so those with line responsibilities and those doing work in the field can access it, and contact knowledgeable people, through reach-back support.

�
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What is STAR-
3 Main Goals

?

Build trust and develop social networks

Improve information sharing and situational awareness

Identify and promote effective, low cost logistic solutions
1. Shelter
2. Water
3. Power
4. Integrated Solar and Combustion Cooking 
5. Heating/ Lighting/ Cooling
6. Sanitation 
7. Information & Communications Technology (ICT)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�

STAR-TIDES seeks to build broad communities of interest for information sharing.

Potential situations may be:
 Domestic and foreign
 Short or long term:  the average stay in a refugee camp now exceeds seven years, so the tents and other solutions that may be perfect right after a disaster probably won’t be the long-term solution
 The military may or may not be involved.

No one organization is in charge of all situations.  
 DHS/FEMA usually has the lead at home
 State/AID/OFDA is the focus overseas where USG is involved
 In other cases UN/OCHA, host governments or NGOs may have the lead
 DoD is nearly always in support, but still has to be engaged frequently

The net result is that no one has the full expertise, or the responsibility, for all scenarios�
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Why STAR-

Emerging Missions for US Department of Defense

• Humanitarian Assistance, Disaster Relief (HADR) 
• Stability, Security, Transition & Reconstruction (SSTR)
• Economic Development (Building Partnership Capability)

Several recent high level policies and statements emphasize these 
kinds of operations

STAR-TIDES provides reach-back support to decision-makers and 
those doing field work:  

Knowledge on demand for capacity building

All information is made available in the public domain via wiki
www.star-tides.net

?

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
STAR-TIDES focuses on the seven infrastructures outlined above.  It pays particular attention to “cross-infrastructure,” “whole systems” thinking, such as how cooking can be linked to heating and water pasteurization.

As noted earlier, the focus is on “low cost,” “good enough,”  “transportable” infrastructures, not the expensive, capital intensive infrastructures of the developed world or the expensive, tightly integrated, deployable infrastructures of the military.�
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• Effective response requires broad coalitions
– No one has all answers or responsibilities
– Non-CLASSIFIED info sharing is needed

• Communications, lift and power
– Situational awareness, and communications to share it, 

are critical enablers for effective responses!
– Need to arrive fast, be independent of power grids

• “Whole systems” thinking & acting; not stovepipes
– Integrated cooking, water pasteurization, and heating as 

an example

Why STAR- ?
WE CAN SUPPORT STRESSED POPULATIONS BETTER!

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Lesson Learned fall into three key areas:

 Since no one has all the answers, effective response requires broad coalitions.  The sharing of UNCLASSIFIED information with civil-military mission partners outside of DoD is CRITICAL.  Without effective engagement with host governments (including state, local and tribal in the US), local populations, indigenous security services, aid organizations, etc., the social, political and economic goals for which the military was committed CANNOT be achieved.  This is not a “nice-to-have” adjunct to the kinetic phases of war, but needs to be a core part of the national strategy from the beginning of an operation.

 Lessons learned from tsunami, Katrina, and many other situations repeatedly show that situational awareness, and the communications to share it, are not the tecchie geek adjuncts to major muscle movements like the delivery of food, shelter and water, but the critical enablers of all else that happens.  They need to be delivered in the first lifts, and to be independent of the power grid, which often isn’t available.

 Whole systems thinking is critical.  Stovepiped, single infrastructure approaches usually fall short.�
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Shelters

8’ High Hexayurt and Roof Panel                                                 

Two UniFold Accordion SheltersShelterBox Distributed by Rotary Clubs 

Assembling a 12’ High Hexayurt
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Integrated Cooking, 
Water Pasteurization, 

Heating

Simple Cardboard-Backed Solar Cooker

Solar Water Pasteurization

High Efficiency Thermal Stoves

Parabolic Solar Cooker
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Energy, ICT

Inside 12’Hexayurt with Site ImageryInflatable SATCOM Dish & Comms Vehicle

80 W Solar Panel Charging AA Batteries Commercial Generators
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Exposure Trials

Taping roof section to walls for 12’ hexayurt

Completed 12’ High Hexayurt 6’ Hexayurt & Stretch in Honduras
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• Exposed STAR-TIDES to many, diverse visitors
• Made info more discoverable thru tagging
• Significantly reduced fuel use 
• Generated over $800K in private sector engagement 

from less than $20K in government funds 
• Provided follow-on support to Southern California fires 

and Bangladesh/Myanmar relief
• Also examined low-cost shelters for FEMA and Canadian 

Arctic
• Completed six-month exposure testing of shelters
• Presence at conferences and exercises has generated 

significant interest by operators 

Results 
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The way ahead:
• Work to institutionalize proposed policy changes

– Bandwidth
– UNCLASSIFIED imagery sharing
– Information management

• Future events
– Support to Central American crisis management events
– Data gathering to support analyses of specific situations
– Demo at National Defense University, Oct 08

• Keep building communities of interest
– Links to US government agencies, NGOs, International 

organizations, academia, commercial partners and others
• Seek best practices, match solution sets to scenarios, 

and disseminate information
www.star-tides.net
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Afghanistan Example
• Jalalabad and San Diego are sister cities

– Builds on ties established through Rotary Clubs
– These ties have enabled many other efforts

• Nangarhar Province schools and other ops
• Fab Lab in Jalalabad(www.reachback.org)

– 6 Afghan women come to the compound in Burkas.  Inside a US female 
MIT graduate student teaches them to operate the “classic” fab lab 
machines — the mini-mill, the vinyl cutter, and the laser cutter. Using 
computer aided deign and manufacturing they’ve made vinyl stickers, 
plotted designs on various materials, silk screened, cut cardboard and 
acrylic with lasers, made rubber stamps and circuit boards, and 
soldered components to circuit boards. They return to their villages to 
teach other Afghanis.

– From an Afghan Deputy Chief of Police:  “I'm not speaking as a police 
man now, I am speaking as an Afghan. I thank you and your 
organization peoples for bringing this to our Afghan people.  All the time 
we say that we should send our children to the schools and university in 
America but here you've brought everything to the Afghans, and 
connected the Afghans to the university….”
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Rotary-Inspired 
Connections

ShelterBox supports 10 people GATR Inflatable SATCOM Dish provides bandwidth

Afghan Women at Fab Lab Afghan Women soldering at Fab Lab
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For more information, please contact
Lin Wells, wellsL3@ndu.edu, 202 436-6354

Or
Walker Hardy, hardyw2@ndu.edu, 202 685-3046

mailto:wellsL3@ndu.edu
mailto:hardyw2@ndu.edu
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